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About This Game

99 Waves to Die is a twin stick arcade shooter, inspired by the arcade games, and 8-bit home consoles & computers of the
1980's.

Remember when video games used to be insanely difficult?

When you used to spend $’s in the local arcade trying to get the high score?

When having your three letter initials/acronym at the top of the table meant you were the king?

Well we do, and that is why we have created 99 Waves to Die.

A ship, 3 lives, limited smart-bombs and scarce power-ups is all you have to try and survive the waves of enemies that rally
against you.

With voxel based graphics, inspired by 80′s video game classics & excellent 8-bit audio fx, 99 Waves to Die will take you back
to those seedy, dark, smoke filled arcades of your childhood. Re-live the 80′s heyday of the arcade, but without the quarters.

Can you survive to see Wave 99?
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This game has my seal of approval.

I love how much effort they put into all the details, even if the whole game was clearly made on a budget, you can tell they tried
hard to make it feel as feature inclusive and fun as possible.

$4 game has:

- Very good boat physics
- Fun, challenging racing
- Boat upgrades (paint, speed, sponsors, etc)
- Open world to navigate
- Non-racing ways to earn money (taxi people, look for treasure, etc)
- LAN multiplayer!
- Arcade and career modes
- Radio station with generic but interesting music loaded into it
- Very nice water graphics, including the boat "wake" looks pretty slick

I've only just started to play, but I've got a good sense of what this game has to offer. For the price, I am blown away, I expected
it to be a stinker but it is actually fun to play. You start off your career with a rusty slow boat and no money and have many
ways to earn it. Racing was too hard right off the bat so I did some taxi runs, then discovered this pirate treasure mode where
they just literally scatter the world with money and you just have to collect it all. Well since there was only a couple of upgrades
on the rusty boat I maxed it out and now need to figure out how to get a better one.

Some negative aspects I would say is the limited selection of upgrades on the boat classes. Maybe things get deep down the road
but if the later boats have just one speed and one rudder upgrade I would be disapointed. Time will tell though as I venture
through this title.

As far as graphics options and settings, this game is fully loaded. All resolution, texture, effects, sound (including # of voice
channels), controls, AA, etc is all here in the launcher. Everything worked on the first try as well, no crashing or hiccups. In the
game, it looks beautiful but the textures are a bit too low-resolution to be a game from 2015 however, they should work on that
as the whole experience would be improved with textures many times larger.

360 controller works out of the box, but there is a chance it needs to be turned on before launching the game and selected in the
launcher as the input device, but I can say that you can use both the keyboard and controller for at least navigating menus at the
same time, which is nice.

Wishlist:
- Trading cards
- Achievements
- Steam Cloud
- Online multiplayer
- Higher resolution textures

Overall totally worth the $4 it is currently.. Nice game and seams to have some more features compared to the Amiga or iPhone
version.. Very very good game, honestly there are very few issues with this game. The only one I can think of at this moment in
time is that sometimes on certain areas in maps, the pathfinding can be shady and sends the men running in a completely wrong
direction, thus wasting time and so on, but apart from that It's great. The community is still very active and happens to be quite
friendly and helpful.

11/10 would buy again. This game is too hype for words.

Play it.
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Slice your friends in half.. Combine the old Atari game "Tank" with the Bomberman game and add in a battle royale mode, and
you have this game. The game is a lot of fun and even more so with a friend. Definitely looking forward to seeing what's next
for the game!. With a top notch soundtrack and upgraded breakout gameplay, shatter is probably one of the best deals you can
get out there on steam, specially when its on sale.

The game has clean graphics and a futuristic "blocky" art style that is pleasing on the eyes. The story mode is quite lengthy, it
can get boring at times, more often towards the end game but the creative boss fights and good music help to make the first
playthorugh very enjoyable.

Story mode lacks replay value but bonus mode and boss time attack are good, entertaining options, when you want a quick
game.

Shatter is an amazing game that is constantly overlooked. It is not TF2, but for an indie game and its price it is quite the deal..
Art and ambiance are great. Exactly the kind of game I love, a la Fran Bow. Or so it appeared. Ultimately, I've spent about 9
minutes with this game and that's all I'm going to spend because wouldn't you know it, there's a freaking monster you have to
hide from that kills you constantly within that timeframe. I don't like survival escape-the-monster games. If I'd known that's
what this game was, I wouldn't have spent the money. Although the game isn't for me because of that, I wholeheartedly
recommend this! It's well worth the money. The animations and sound are fabulous. I sincerely hope to see and play more by
these folks soon!. I can't afford VR.
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very nice looking game. Not a very good game, i didn't even get to play it properly.
Key bindings didnt even work properly, could not steer the motorbike.
I couldn't use the steam overlay.
I spent my total 30 minutes of play time just trying to get the game to even work properly, and did it?
No.

Atleast i got a refund.. Another year another cricket captain. While it might look like not much has changed since last year
under the surface the new camera and improved odi games make it much more enjoyable. The first class games also seem
improved and it is the most addictive cricket captain in recent times.
At a resonable price this game goes down as a Chads Choice.. Best JRPG I ever played, always a huge fan of this game from my
childhood, but didn't like console, never bought one, now finally to have it on PC make me so happy, but despite how happy I
am to have it on PC it also makes me sad as well that 9 years back they able to create such master piece, where are all those
game directors and developers gone, why do we left with those cheap and unfinished games of ubisoft floating around at price
tag of 30 - 90 $ which in past didn't even have worth of 10 - 20 $, it seems at that time we are leaving in future and now we
downgraded and these new game are even bad at optimization, that's why they ran so heavy on even some high end machines
and young kids think that these so called AAA game have something special that's why they are heavy.

Sorry for being out of topic, but when I explore my whole library, the best titles which I found is from 2005 - 2015, after that all
is piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Great & fun game that deserves a waaaay bigger playerbase :)
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